Trends and ethnic differences in COPD hospitalization and mortality in Singapore.
COPD mortality alone among major causes of diseases continues to rise in most countries worldwide. We examine trends, and gender and ethnic differences in COPD hospitalization and mortality in Singapore from 1991 to 1998, and examine possible explanations. Analysis of population-based health administrative data. Multi-ethnic (Chinese, Malay and Indian) population of Singapore (3 million population). Data on hospitalizations and deaths due to COPD as the underlying cause (ICD codes 491, 492, 496), extracted from national databases, were used to calculate age-specific and standardized rates for the population aged 55 + years. COPD accounted for 4.6% of total deaths (5.8% in those aged 55 +), and 1.02% of all hospitalizations (3.1% in those aged 55 +). COPD mortality in 1998 decreased steeply by -43.7% from 1991 (a decline that continued a steady trend since 1970), while hospitalization showed little significant change (-3.3%). Men had 4 and 5 times higher mortality and hospitalization, and also showed less favorable trends than women. Malays, especially males, showed the highest level and least favorable decline of mortality. Exceptionally steady declines in COPD mortality rates, and stable rates of hospitalization are observed in Singapore in the 1990s. Differing levels and trends of hospitalization and mortality by gender and ethnicity are related to known demographic variations and trends of smoking prevalence in the country.